4. When submitted to the map examiners, objects/conditions marked on the team map in any area of the mine not explored by the team, each infraction..........................2 _____

5. Failure to locate and record accurately (verbatim) on the team map objects/conditions that should have been found and were indicated to be in the mine, for each omission .................2 _____
   Dotted line areas (rib lines and pillar blocks) that were explored by the team must be drawn in (2 per team stop, maximum of 6 per problem). .................2 _____

6. Failure to locate and record on the briefing officer/command center attendant map (if used for scoring purposes) all objects/conditions that should have been found and were indicated to be in the mine, for each omission .................2 _____
   Dotted line areas that were explored by the team must be drawn in, including any faces. 2 per team stop, maximum of 6 per problem). .................2 _____

   Total Discounts  ____________

JUDGE                                                  JUDGE

JUDGE                                                   SCORECARD EXAMINERS

U. S. Department of Labor
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2017